
Bringing crypto, comedy, NFTs,
YouTube and the metaverse together.

An Executive Summary.
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To be the world’s leading comedy brand. Helping comedians of all levels reach new
audiences anywhere in the world via metaverse shows, desktop and a new mobile app. 
Also to help spread some laughter in a world that needs to smile (mental health will
be a big part of what we do via the app)

Mission
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To help the world laugh wherever you may be. 24/7/365 anywhere, anyway.
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The $JOKE vision.
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True web3 collaboration
Fun
Fair
Life changing

Values



With the largest roster of comedians across the globe (currently 
focused on the USA and UK), $JOKE already has links with many 
of the world’s top talent and clubs. The project has been described 
on several occasions by some leading web3 experts as the 1% of 
the 1%.

We have strong relationships with leading comedians and clubs, 
examples being Ted Alexandro (friend and warm-up act for Jim 
Gaffigan, Jim is the third highest grossing comedian of all time and 
is aware of our project), Chris Mazzilli (Founder and owner of The 
Gotham Comedy Club in NYC, Chris is famous for having launched 
the career of many household name comedians and we have The 
Gotham as a partner now), Danny Julian (Owner of ‘Off the Kerb 
Productions’ in the UK and representative of over 100 household 
names in comedy and TV).

In the space we are seeing some projects opening comedy
venues in singular metaverses, it is our aim to have space in all the 
successful metaverse projects with agreements on revenue sharing 
and advertising splits.

As a first to market project $JOKE clearly has an advantage.
Our revenue model being based purely on advertiser sponsored 
shows means payment gateways do not present a barrier to entry 
to event attendance. Evidenced by current events being attended 
by 10K+ people in lesser known metaverses such as the
Infiniverse. Most if not all the competitor projects are looking at 
a pay per view or show model (we think this is not viable in the 
short-medium term), this advantage gives JOKE the opportunity 
to put a footprint down in many more metaverse land parcels than 
anyone else.

We are already experimenting with various performance styles, 
from video walls, live zooms, avatar based comedy right through 
to sharded meet-ups and open-mic nights. Our relationships with 
some of the leading CEO’s within the bigger metaverse projects 
has meant that we have been able to beta test and develop this 
technology, building our knowledge and relationships with the
platform providers.
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Why $JOKE will win



The Token was launched in October 2021 so is coming up to its
1 year anniversary. Launched with a very small initial investment 
and LP we traded on PancakeSwap with the token paired with 
BNB on the Binance Smart Chain. Total supply 7.35B, initial raise 
$60,000, holders at launch 430. We then went and spoke on stage 
at an event in Houston, Texas (an event called Kryptomania) the 
token price went 20x and many people who were in the launch sold 
(we admit this was a mistake and learnt a lesson here as quite a lot 
of liquidity went with them). Subsequently we have taken a purely 
organic approach to marketing, up until our NFT drop of the Joking 
Jungle Cats in January 2022.
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Token



Joking Jungle Cats (known as JJC’s) was a successful launch,
600 holders and 1750 NFT’s sold in a week, with a sale price of 
0.075 ETH. Great art plus free access to all shows in any metaverse 
and backstage passes to meet comedians. Also came with a free 
unique apartment in the (infinverse) metaverse. (The contract for 
the mint was paused and could in theory be reopened for minting 
as we initially wanted a collection of 10,000 JJC, the NFT
marketplace was particularly difficult at the time we began the
mint with many celebrity projects not able to mint out)

Opensea link - https://opensea.io/collection/JokingJungleCats
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NFTs



About to launch in the next 2-3 weeks. NFT (Joking Jungle Cats 
JJC) will be available to trade. Comedians can also mint their work 
as NFTs thus protecting their works and jokes. 

This is a key step for the project, we see the marketplace as a
revenue generator for the project long term, moving comedy onto 
the blockchain with percentage coming back into the holders and 
marketing wallet.
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NFT Marketplace



Infiniverse
9 Comedy Clubs in the Infiniverse. First business to open and run 
events. Very well connected to the CEO, San Sheppard, ex EA 
games. We believe this will be one of the major players and has
the potential to be the Google of metaverse. We have the ability
to promote all our events on Oculus and generally get over 2000 
subscribers to events. Billy Ilish only had 1800. Some of our key 
events have had between 3,000 and 18,000 people pass through 
over a week period. This metaverse is closely aligned to Meta / 
Oculus and San has regular contact at a high level. They are not 
owned by them though, more of a partner.

• Centrally located club in Grand Central (spawn point)
• 500,000 + App users
• Oculus partnership 
• 100,000 + Game users
• 500,000 + apartment sold already
• 1,000 + storefronts
• Events running already and more to come and many vibrant 

community groups
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Metaverses



AltSpace
1 Comedy Club in AltSpace.

TCG World
1 Comedy Club in TCG World. Has funding of $125M. We are well 
connected to the CEO and have had direct meetings. They have 
agreed to build us a club out and share revenue on loads of new 
shows, plus provide the JOKE Community land to build on. 

IGL City
IGL City new opportunity that is currently in negotiations.
Connected to a lot of the Bored Ape Yacht Club and they want to 
collaborate on comedy shows, merch as well as being a preferred 
partner for performance in their arenas. We have not negotiated 
advertising rights as yet.

Clay Nation
Bidding to become a sponsored partner. Very early days with them.
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Metaverses cont...



We will bring comedy to your mobile wherever you are.

With our Tech partners, Sizzle, we are developing a world first, 
where a 60 - 90 second clip will appear on your mobile daily.

This will be free to anyone and will be sponsored each month.

Our contact has links to Gillet, Warner Bros and others for potential 
sponsorship. The aim is for the app to become the world’s biggest 
comedy app for free. Revenue will be split between Sizzle,  $JOKE 
and each month a mental health charity. This is because the world 
is a serious old place and bringing the ability to make people laugh 
on a daily basis is true to our vision.
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App



Working with individual metaverses, and our partners at Sizzle,
we will be connecting crypto, NFTs, metaverses with the customer 
journey. Payment gateways, metamask integrations etc… Andy and 
Simon have extensive experience tracking and monetizing data, 
working with advertisers and event/channel sponsors (their main 
business being www.s.media in the UK)
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Tracking and Data



Clubs

Gotham Comedy Club - run several shows a week into our clubs

Nifty Comedians - run 3 events a month with comedian Q&A via 
discord in the clubs

MonkeyButt Productions - streaming 150 shows that have been on 
Amazon into the clubs. Once done this will be new live material. 
This is scheduled for the end of September
Also launching a comedy / sports tips show once a week that 
starts the 9th September. This will lead to paid tips via a website of 
which $JOKE has 25% Revenue share. Written agreement in place.

Snookies - around 100 texas based comedians on the roster.
Several shows have run and more are scheduled.
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Partnerships



Comedians

Dom Joly - UK based famous for the large phone and stunts.
His travel tour will be shown over several episodes into the clubs 
once the tour has finished later in the year. Also planning new 
shows with live Q&A afterwards. He is looking to do a new film 
(comedy based of course) and he has suggested there may be a 
way to utilise the metaverse to deliver to new audiences

Dave Arena - New York based comedian

Ted Alexandro - opens for Jim Gaffigan

JaMaar Johnson - Host on the world series of comedy

Jay Reid - has performed a show and looking to run more shows 
later in the year

Other groups and comedians - around a 100 so far.
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Partnerships cont...



Comedy Agents

In chats with several leading agent groups in the UK and USA such 
as Off the Kerb Productions.

Also in discussion with a one-step removed associate of Kevin 
Hart. A proposal will be going direct to his agent within the next
4 weeks to bring Kevin into our project.
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Partnerships cont...



The team is separated into 5 groups. We have our founders,
secondary founders, support team, discord moderators and the 
comedy clubs/comedians involved with the project.

Founders

Simon Young - 20+ Years Google Ads and worldwide respected in 
the YouTube Ads space. As well as running $JOKE.community he 
has successfully launched NFT and Token projects, advising
several projects on their entry into the Metaverse.

Andy Price - Creative Director veteran in Ad Industry for over
30 years having worked on many of the world’s leading brands.
Currently co-founder along with Simon on several projects in the 
NFT, Crypto and Metaverse space.
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$JOKE team



Secondary Founders

Domingo Silvas - 10+ Years in the crypto space. Currently owns
a blockchain development company for the past 7 years. 

Alec Stern -  Co-founder of Constant Contact. He is currently one 
of the top speakers and is known as America’s Startup Expert. 
Co-founder of 2 investment funds. 

Jorge Raziel - Successful internet marketer. Has over 8 years of
experience. Co-Founder of TradeKnology (Forex and Crypto
training and trading).

Dave Arena - NY comedian and funnel marketeer

Ted Alexandro - comedian and opener for Jim Gaffigan
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$JOKE team cont...



Support Team

S.media - Simon and Andy’s agency. Team in the UK for YouTube 
and marketing support. Used to running social media campaigns 
across all platforms for brands + discord/telegram moderation.

Efrain Vasquez - Has over 12 years graphic design experience. 
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$JOKE team cont...



Experienced Discord and social moderators

Colleen Hurd (currently working on JOKE as well as the Kevin Hart 
Nation project)

Marc Chemidlin

Mike Tobias

Plus several other community members who get involved on a reg-
ular basis (daily where possible)
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$JOKE team cont...



The really big moment of realisation that we had something really 
special was when our very first show launched in the Infiniverse 
(part of the Multiverse app and run by Future Tech Labs).

This was our first really big event advertised by Oculus and Meta. 
There were just over 3,000 people and it was broken down into 
shards of 12 people per room. The show was Ted Alexandro’s
Netflix Special, shown as a video on the screens in our club.
Over a 10 day period nearly 20,000 people visited the club and 
watched the show.

The ‘WOW’ moment came when walking into the show in VR,
we experienced a feeling that was 95% of the way to LIVE real 
comedy. Even though we were watching a video, this was WAY
BEYOND YouTube or Netflix. The difference was, people were
able to laugh together, we could see their avatars moving while 
laughing, hear them, talk to each other and experience something 
never achieved before outside a live comedy show.

The real opportunity here is to get the 95% of the general
population who haven’t experienced live comedy into that event, 
give it to them for free and have the advertisers and comedians 
place products into the content. 

Since then we have gone on to run over 100 shows, some of those 
shows have had in excess of 20,000 people see them over a 24 
hour period.
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Where we are currently and the launch in the metaverse,
the ‘WOW’ moment



We’ve created an experience, we now need to push into other 
metaverses. Having created a space in AltSpace and now being 
offered space in TCG World and other projects we are able to bring 
content to these metaverses and they see us as extremely
desirable to provide free to access comedy to their audiences.

The revenue model needs to remain free to access. That said,
we are in talks with the management team who run the Kevin Hart 
NFT and there is a possibility, albeit in the future, to run paid shows 
with the top most famous names in the industry. The majority of 
our shows remain free, it’s not to say some shows will be paid and 
a revenue split negotiated. Equally if a big enough sponsor can be 
secured then even these shows can remain free to access.

We are currently also negotiating the build of a stadium in the
Infiniverse (they have a larger daily footfall than Decentraland,
even though they are still in pre-beta), the sponsorship for a
stadium with 25k seats would be an enormous opportunity.
As an example the American Airlines stadium in Miami is $2.1M per 
year, The Etihad Stadium in Manchester costs $65M per year to 

sponsor. Build out costs for our stadium are in the region of
$25K - $30K.

The average placement cost for an advertisement in primetime
TV in the USA for a 30-second states wide is $365,000.

The Metaverse space isn’t mature enough yet and building our 
footprint is our priority. However Nike built ‘Nike Land’ inside the 
Roblox and over a 5 month period had over 5 million visitors from 
over 200 countries. 

Statista is predicting that 1 in 4 people will use a metaverse for at 
least an hour a day by 2026. PWC say that the metaverse economy 
will be expected to reach $15.7 Trillion by 2030.
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Financial Projections over the short, medium and long term



Another recent study by CitiGroup has predicted the entire 
metaverse space to be worth between $8 and $13 trillion a year
by 2030. It also suggested 5 billion active daily users, of which
1 billion will be using headsets, the rest on mobile. 
  
The advertising revenues will be huge. It will become the world’s 
biggest media opportunity.

Payment gateways built out for certain events. Some free, some 
not.
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Financial Projections over the short, medium and long term cont...



• Sponsorship of venues/events
• In event product placement
• NFT backstage and special event passes
• Shared ‘In real life’ comedy club tickets (clubs pay for exposure 

in metaverse)
• App usage (we are building an app for comedy to promote men-

tal health)
• Secondary tier advertising such as Dominos for example on 

club posters with purchase from within the game (depending on 
individual Metaverse tech).

The above revenue is not in any way promised or owned by the 
token or NFT holders within the JOKE Community.

Our holding company (to be formed in the British Virgin Islands) will 
own the IP as well as all income derived from all activity. Currently 
the IP is owned personally by Simon Young and Andrew Price (both 
UK resident and founders in the project)
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We see revenue from the following sources;-



Link to the video we put into the first club we opened in Grand 
Central within the Infiniverse, this video has testimonials, allows 
you to see the founders as well as the content we streamed to 
over 3,000 people that day. Since then we have moved to more live 
content as well as discord live interactions with comedians running 
shows with audience participation. We have a vision for where this 
goes and are looking for partnerships to make that happen.

Here’s the video (skip the first 3 mins as that was waiting for the 
audience to assemble in the club) this is the video which produced 
the WOW MOMENT for us, realising what we had created
-  https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/676559221
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Video Introduction
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